or all sets A of finite p. measure.
This paper is concerned with the characterization of those pairs X , p.
for which the equality (i) holds for every measurable set A, and introduces a notion of compatibility that essentially solves this problem. In addition, some applications are made to Radon-Nikodym theorems for regular Borel measures.
Introduction.
The sharpest known form of the Radon-Nikodym theorem to date is due to Segal and appears in Segal [6] and Zaanen [7] , relation dk = g dp will be valid globally, and it is with this question that we .are concerned here.
Compatibility. If k has no nonnull locally null sets, then whenever
A(A) = oo, A must contain subsets of arbitrarily large finite À measure, and consequently, if for a given p, the relation dk = g dp holds À-locally, it actually holds globally. However, even if neither p nor À has nonnull locally null sets, the relation dk = g dp can quite easily hold /¿-locally without holding globally. We may look, for instance, at the famous "Saks example" in which À is Lebesgue measure and /¿ is counting measure on the measurable subsets of [0, l] . In this example we see that dk = 0dp /¿-locally, but that there is no function g such that dk = g dp globally.
Definition. We say that À is compatible with /¿ if whenever 0 < A(A) function g such that dk -g dp globally is that k « p and that k be compatible with p. Then although neither p nor k has nonnull locally null sets and k is compatible with p and À « p, there is no function g such that dk = g dp globally, nor even a g such that dk = g dp /¿-locally. Of course, p does not have the R-N property.
Example 2. Let R , be the discrete group of reals and let À be Haar measure on the locally compact group R , x R. Define p to be À plus the counting measure on R , x \0\. Then k is compatible with p and k « p, and although it is easy to find g such that dk = g dp /¿-locally, there is no g suchthat dk = gdp globally.
Example 3. Let p be Haar measure on R , x R and let À = p . Then À is compatible with p, k« p, k has no nonnull locally null sets, and dk = 1 dp /¿-locally, but there is no g such that dk -gdp globally.
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If k is finite, the pathology of the above examples disappears.
Theorem 2.2. // kiS) < oo, À « p, and k is compatible with p, then there exists a measurable function g such that dk = g dp globally.
Proof Using the classical Radon-Nikodym theorem, choose a measurable function g such that dk = g dp holds globally inside A, and define g(x) = 0 for every x outside A. Clearly, dk = g dp globally. This completes the proof.
In the Saks example (above), À fails to be compatible with p in a rather strong way. In fact, À is totally incompatible with p, by which we Proof. Define cp = k + p, and let T be the functional on L icp) defined by T(f) = fsfdk fot every f e L icp). Then since I Tif)\ 2<\f$ fdk\ 2 < kiS) fs\f\2dk< kiS) fs\f\2 dtp, we see that ||T|| < \fkiS). Therefore, there exists h e L icp) such that 0 < h < 1 and Lf dk = Lfh dip tot every f £ L icp). The proof is now concluded by defining k , k and k to be the respective restrictions of k to the sets of points x where hix) is, respectively, one, zero, or satisfies 0 < hix) < 1, and defining g = ih/il = h))yc, where C = \x: 0 < hix) < l\.
It follows from these theorems that even if the measure p fails to have the R-N property, we can nevertheless obtain the relation dk = g dp glob- Proof. Note that by ||/|| we mean the least number a such that \x: f(x) > a\ is p-locally null. We may assume T > 0. Now for every measurable set A define k(A) = s\ip\Tiy"): B C A and /¿(B) < °°¡. Then the measure k is finite, k«p and À is compatible with p, and so by Theorem 2.2 there exists g such that dk = g dp globally, and it is easy to see that the function g has all the required properties.
3. The case k infinite. We have remarked that if k is infinite, then Theorem 3.1. Suppose neither k nor p has nonnull locally null sets, k « p, k is compatible with p, and that there exists a measurable function g such that dk = g dp p-locally. i/The latter condition would hold, for example, if p had the R-N property.) Then for any such function g we have dk = g dp globally.
Proof. We need only show that dk = g dp. A-locally. Suppose A(A) < °o and, using Theorem 2.2, choose a function h defined in A such that dkh dp globally in A. Clearly h and g agree /¿-locally almost everywhere, and therefore /¿-almost everywhere, in A. Hence À(A) = f.h dp = fAgdp, and the result follows. Then A(A) = A(B) = jBgA dp. = fBgdp, and, in particular, A(A) < fAg dp.
On the other hand, if A(A) = oo, we see that A contains subsets B of arbitrarily large finite A measure, and we obtain f g dp > sup } f g dp: B C A and A(S) < °°> > supiA(B): B Ç A and A(S) <«>} = «,. able function g such that dk = g dp globally.
Remark 
